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Founded in 1851.
4,500 employees.
1600+ journalists.
127 Pulitzers.

250 stories published each day.
We reported from 160 countries.
A monthly audience of over 150 Million.
Nearly 5 Million print & digital subscribers.
More than 1 Billion downloads of The Daily.



“
“

We seek the truth and help people 
understand the world.

This mission is rooted in the belief that great 
journalism has the power to make each reader’s 
life richer and more fulfilling, and all of society 
stronger and more just.



Twenty years into our digital 
revolution, we have turned 
the corner as a digital 
business. It is working.

● 4 Million digital 
subscribers.

● New digital products, 
expansion into audio 
and television.

● We will reach our 2020 
goal of $800M in digital 
revenue a year early.

Times Digital
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2011

The Digital Landscape
An open, desktop-based internet 
with nascent digital subscription 
models.

The Times’s Business Model
An advertising-led business with 
predominantly print-driven 
economics.

Today

A mobile-first world powered by 
platforms, apps, and proven digital 
subscription models.

A subscriber-first business driven by 
digital.



What is the core 
product challenge 

today?



Anonymous
Free and undifferentiated

Customer Journey Evolution
AWARENESS → CONSIDERATION → SUBSCRIPTION →

Subscription Messages Pay wall

Subscribed
Full experience

Subscription Messages

Anonymous
Free but limited experience

AWARENESS → CONSIDERATION → SUBSCRIPTION →

Subscribed
Full experience

Free trial
Full subscription preview

Logged in account
Free differentiated experience

Conversion 
momentsPay wall

Regi WallRegi + Subs Messages

Build engagement



Registration Wall: Major Impact 



Engagement



Recommendation



● Bar One is 
personalized 
under some 
conditions.

● Curation is the 
core value 
proposition.

● Layout is 
complex and 
difficult to 
automate.

Home 
Page



Contextually 
ranked 
“Smarter 
Living” 
module.



Key Driver for the Giants 



● Importance of hierarchy on the home page.

● Judgment and curation as a core value proposition.

● Lack of clarity around strategic impact/fit.

● Concern over creating a filter bubble.

● Perfectionism.

Why?



● Importance of hierarchy on the home page.

● Judgment and curation as a core value proposition.
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Does this support the mission?

Why?
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We seek the truth and help people 
understand the world.

This mission is rooted in the belief that great 
journalism has the power to make each reader’s 
life richer and more fulfilling, and all of society 
stronger and more just.



What Do Our 
Readers Think?



Personalization Solves FOMO…
Until it Doesn’t

“There’s so much. 
What am I missing?”

“I’m only seeing what I am 
interested in. What am I missing?”

No personalization Too much personalization

“I like that you (NPR One) don’t know me too well, so I don’t feel boxed in 
by your recommendations or control over my listening…(Improvements?) 
Maybe slightly more tailored news stories (whoops, just contradicted 
myself.)” -- Maeve, EM, NYC

?



“Personalized” Means Many Things

Personal

...my stuff

...my history

...my connections

e.g., my bank 
account, my 
pictures on FB

Optimized

...my settings

...my location

...my frequency

What I want, how I 
want it

Predicted

...your content 
suggestions 

Based on my, or 
my cohorts’, past 
behavior

“Adapted”



Mixed Feelings on News and Personalization 

“I value that about the NYT:  it’s 
not customized to me.  I don’t 
think an unbiased news source 
should be.” -- Maia, RA, Chicago

Many of the subscribers did not want a personalized news 
content experience from The Times (or any news source).

“Top stories should stay away 
from being too personalized.” 
-- Maeve, EM, NYC



What Personalized Experiences do Readers 
Want From The Times?

“I want them to notice that I read certain sections a lot.  When I get to the 
bottom of an article they could say ‘catch up on our food page.’” 
-- Alexander, EM, San Francisco

Subscribers and non-subscribers wanted an idealized news home screen to 
have breaking news and summaries first.

After that, they wanted variety, which could include favorite columnists or writers 
followed by lifestyle content based on their interests, time of day, or location. 



Recommendation 
Product Strategy



● Frequency: more readers engage with us more often.

● Habit: readers have multiple moments, and multiple 
reasons to engage with us each day.

● Relevance: each session reveals something of importance 
to each reader.

● Discovery: readers are often surprised and delighted by 
what we present to them.

 

Goal: Drive Engagement

Recreate the serendipity of the physical paper...



● Strategic: understand the role each feature plays in 
the customer journey.

● Clear Goals: know what your metrics are and which 
you are optimizing for.

● Actual Products: not just bolting on personalization.  
Think like Spotify:

 

Recommendation Products



● Second tab in the native apps, 
algorithmically programmed from 
explicit and implicit signals

● User need is discovery, relevance, 
second reason to come back

● Metric is sessions with/without 
engagement

● Re-engagement through email, push 
notifications coming

For You 



● Follow Channels to start

● Channels are around 50 editorially 
defined, dynamic topics

● Algorithmic recommendation is 
layered in as we learn more about 
reading habits

● Netflix uses a similar approach in 
their onboarding

Follow Mechanic



From Recommendations 
to an AML program



Applied Machine Learning Program
Mission Lead - 
Data Scientist

Team 1 
Algorithmic 
Recommendation

Engineering 
Lead

Team 2
Targeted Offers

Team 3
New Products

Team N...

Machine Learning Platform: Data Collection, APIs, Medata Management, Model Deployment

Data Science / Engineering partnership, teams oriented around key, 
impactful problems, leveraging a shared machine learning platform.



Algorithmic Targeting

● 128% boost in LTV on upsell from core product thank you page.



● 11% lift in overall recirc rate from recipe pages, with a 33% lift in the fraction of the recirc 
that comes from the ribbon.

New Products: Cooking Recirc Test



The Real Goal



● The Tyranny of Preference: do we 
want similarity or discovery?

● Relevant Garbage: how to drain the 
Internet swamp

● The Filter Bubble: what are our 
expectations? 

Recommendation is a Dance

“I value that about the NYT:  it’s not 
customized to me.  I don’t think an 
unbiased news source should be.” 
-- Maia, RA, Chicago



● Independence

● Integrity

● Curiosity

● Respect

● Collaboration

● Excellence

Our Values: Curiosity

“{ “ Open-minded inquiry is at the heart 
of our mission. In all our work, we 
believe in continually asking 
questions, seeking out different 
perspectives and searching for 
better ways of doing things.



● Independence

● Integrity

● Curiosity

● Respect
● Collaboration

● Excellence

Our Values: Respect
“{ “ We help a global audience 

understand a vast and diverse 
world. To do that fully and fairly, we 
treat our subjects, our readers and 
each other with empathy and 
respect.



● Can we meet each reader halfway?  In the world, in their 
journey, in each moment?

● Can we use the machinery of engagement to build a virtuous 
habit, a habit of curiosity?

● Could that habit condition and generate trust?

● And could that curiosity and that trust in turn help, in a small 
way, to engender a more compassionate and just world?

Let’s use recommendation to 
reward curiosity, to show 
respect, and to build trust.




